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Nick Clegg has attempted to alienate those opposed to House of Lords reform by 

comparing British democracy to Jordan, Burkina Faso and Belize. But these 

comparisons are flawed and insulting to everybody concerned. 

As minister responsible for constitutional ‘reform’, this week Nick Clegg appeared in 

front of a parliamentary committee discussing his plans for the House of Lords. 

One of his less persuasive arguments was that “protestors in Tahrir Square who look 

to our country as a model of democracy would probably be surprised” to discover 

that we have an unelected House of Lords. 

Well, perhaps. But aside from the fact that Britain needn’t be governed with the sole 

aim of satisfying North African conceptions of democracy, I think the Egyptian 

people would be more surprised if they understood the value and purpose of the 

House of Lords. 

For instance, they might be surprised to hear that in 2008, our elected House of 

Commons was planning to introduce 42-day detention without trial until they were 

overruled by the unelected House of Lords. The Egyptian protestors – who, I 

understand, are quite keen on civil liberties – would presumably not consider the 

House of Commons such “a model of democracy” after learning about that episode. 

And if they still consider any unelected legislature to be an enclave of 

totalitarianism, maybe we could point out an interesting prison statistic. 

0.15% is the proportion of the UK population currently in prison. Quadruple that, 

0.61%, is the proportion of the pre-2010 House of Commons currently in prison (for 

expenses fraud, of course, and I gather that Egyptian protestors also frown on 

corruption). 

Admittedly 0.16% of the Lords is behind bars – that’s one Lord, by the way – but this 

is much closer to the figure for the general population. And for that matter, the 

Lords is also more representative than the Commons in terms of the gender, ethnic 

background and religion of its members. 

Another of Clegg’s underwhelming arguments was that with our unelected chamber 

of Parliament, Britain is “in the same league as Jordan, Burkina Faso and Belize.” 

Jordan’s Senate consists of 60 people personally appointed by the King, who have 

never challenged the government’s human rights record (consider 42-day detention 



without trial, and then ponder human rights abuses even worse than that), so this 

comparison doesn’t seem especially apt. 

Burkina Faso’s National Assembly has one chamber which is entirely elected, so I 

have no clue what Nick Clegg was thinking of when he made this particular baseless 

slur. 

True, our House of Lords is quite similar in its structure to Belize’s Senate. But since 

the Belizean constitution was, as a matter of fact, written by our own British Foreign 

Office and deliberately modelled on our own British political system (the House of 

Lords becoming a Senate), it seems slightly hypocritical to criticise a perceived 

democratic deficit which we created in the first place! 

But anyway, in the case of Belize, and in Egypt come to that, it is clear that an 

appointed chamber of a parliament is not a good solution for an emerging 

democracy recovering from a long period of dictatorship. 

Clegg’s argument breaks down because Britain is not such a country, and our House 

of Lords basically functions as a successful and valuable institution. 

There is definitely a debate to be had about the role and structure of the Lords. But 

when an elected minister smears his political opponents by comparing them to 

Middle Eastern tyrants (and to innocent Burkinians!), this does little to enhance 

Britain's reputation as “a model of democracy.” 


